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Diary Of A Spider Chicken, Book 3: An
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I write my diary in the toilet to get away from my
troubles, like having to compete with Michael, the
bully who’s in the swim team with me, and falling out
with my best friend, Alvin, over a girl! My diary goes
wherever I go as there are those who want to read it.
For I know secrets, like how to break my sister’s
curse and how babies are made…
The first book in a hilarious new series perfect for
fans of David Walliams, Kid Normal and Tom Gates.
Charlie Macguffin tries to be an optimist, but in
reality he's a bit of a worrier. Some of the things
Charlie is worried about: · His brother (who is in
hospital) · Their very panicked parents · Unwanted
attention from the school bully · The fact that he's
started turning into animals! Even though every kid
wants a superhero power, Charlie isn't keen on
turning into a pigeon in the middle of the school
play. But what happens if he does? Will he get sent
away for Science to deal with? Will his parents crack
under the extra stress? With the help of his three
best friends, Charlie needs to find a way of dealing
with his crazy new power - and fast!
Syms Covington has landed the job of a lifetime on
Charles Darwin’s ship. But after being shipwrecked
on a Galapagos island, he makes a discovery that
could change the world—and make his fortune.
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he share his find, or will it lead to the
extinction of a legendary species?
Worm is all about having fun, respecting the earth,
and never taking baths. Many children will relate to
this funny character! In Diary of a Worm: Teacher's
Pet, Worm makes a surprising discovery—teachers
have birthdays. That means Worm and his friends
have to find the perfect present for their teacher,
Mrs. Mulch. Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet is a
Level One I Can Read book, which means it is
perfect for kids learning to sound out words and
sentences.
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Books 16-20
Case of the Weird Blue Chicken
Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet
(An Unofficial Minecraft Autobiography)
The Case of the Vanishing Honeybees

Love the world of Minecraft? Love epic
and funny Minecraft fanfiction? Then you
will love VOLUME II of the complete
unofficial Minecraft diary of the most
famous chicken jockey in the history of
the Overworld: Baby Zeke Praise for
VOLUME I of the Complete Baby Zeke:
"If you're the parent of a young
Minecraft fan, get them reading with
books like this." -- Cube Kid, author of
the Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior series.
Dirt, Sugar, Sweetie, and Poppy are the
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four members of The Chicken Squad, and
business is booming. A weird blue bird
has just flown into Chicken Squad
headquarters squawking on about a
house-napper (yes, house-napper), and it
is once again up to the squad to uncover
who is up to no good. But there is
something NUTS about this story that
the squad can t quite put their feather on
and oh, brother, is it key to solving the
case!
Has Baby Zeke finally met his match?!?
Nearly 26,000 words! Baby Zeke, the
Warrior in the Balance, has been hoping
for a task worthy of his title. But, he has
not been able to find anything important
to do. But, when he learns of a terrible
rebellion in the End, will he be able to do
enough to stop the rebellion and restore
Balance to the world of Minecraft?
---OR--- Is this the end of everything?
Read Baby Zeke: Rebellion -- the
eleventh book in the ongoing Baby Zeke
Series -- to find out! (NOTE: This is a
standalone adventure, so the story is
resolved in one book.)
********************************************
* Be sure to read all my other books:
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey,
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Book 1 Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 2: Into the Mine Baby Zeke:
Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 3:
Rescue Mission Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 4: Mysterious
Objects Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 5: Pursuit of Herobrine
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey,
Book 6: No Rest Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 7: Herobrine's
Minion Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 8: End Times Baby Zeke:
Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 9:
Apocalypse The Complete Baby Zeke:
Books 1-9 (also available in audiobook)
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey,
Book 10: Return of the Warrior (also
available in audiobook) Otis: Diary of a
Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 1 Otis: Diary
of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 2:
Konichi Juan Otis: Diary of a Baby
Zombie Pigman, Book 3: Training
Creeptastic (also available in audiobook)
Diary of a Werewolf Steve (also available
in audiobook) Minecraft Halloween Tales
Diary of Herobrine: Origins Diary of
Herobrine: Prophecy Diary of Herobrine:
Apotheosis Diary of a Minecraft Bat (also
available in audiobook) Diary of a Spider
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Chicken, Books 1-3 Diary of a Surfer
Villager, Books 1-13 A Notchmas Carol:
An unofficial Minecraft holiday story
inspired by Charles Dickens' A Christmas
Carol (also available in audiobook)
An exploration of the importance of bees
in our world is offered through the
author's lyrical observations to his young
sons, often with analogies between the
insects and children, and always
beautifully presented with unconditional
love for them both.
Great Power, No Responsibility (SpiderHam Original Graphic Novel)
Hatching Chicks in Room 6
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
Diary of a Surfer Villager: Book 4
The Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Books 13
to 15 (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Alex and Cookie Save Steve
A hard-bitten former search-and-rescue dog
helps solve a complicated missing-chicken
case.
Galdone's dynamic, amusing pictures add much
humor to the familiar tale of the industrious
hen and lazy cat, dog, and mouse.
Dirt, Sweetie, Poppy and Sugar, the chicks of
the Chicken Squad, must figure out what Tail
the squirrel is so afraid of.
Book 22 in the ongoing Diary of a Surfer
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Villager
unofficial Minecraft fanfiction
series. This book is also the second book of
Season Two!
The Thing About Bees
Minecraft
Origins (an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
The Next Misadventure
The Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 11 (an
Unofficial Minecraft Book)
The First Misadventure
Spider Chicken dominates, but what is he? A spider chicken should
not exist in the realms of Minecraft. I mean, just saying the words
"spider chicken" sounds wrong. But, because of a mad scientist
villager intent on creating chimera mobs, he does exist. And, he is
determined to escape from his demented creator. Read the complete
Diary of a Spider Chicken series to find out how the spider chicken
came to be and what he plans to do about it.
They're darling. They're daring. They know their shapes! They're
chicks on a mission, and on this, their first (mis)adventure, the
Chicken Squad launches a galactic backyard expedition. Meet the
Chicken Squad: Dirt, Sugar, Poppy, and Sweetie. These chicks are
not your typical barnyard puffs of fluff, and they are not about to
spend their days pecking chicken feed and chasing bugs. No sir,
they're too busy solving mysteries and fighting crime. So when
Squirrel comes barreling into the chicken coop, the chicks know
they're about to get a case. But with his poor knowledge of shapes
("Big" is not a shape, Squirrel!) and utter fear of whatever it is that's
out there, the panicky Squirrel is NO HELP. Good thing these
chicks are professionals. But even professionals get worried.
Especially once they see that round, shiny, green, BIG thing in the
yard. What if it's a UFO full of aliens who want chickens as pets?
It's up to the Chicken Squad to crack a case that just might be out of
this world.
Alex had a quiet life on her wheat and carrot farm until she saves an
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Ocelot from
a spider. Then things begin to get a bit more
adventurous! She receives a message from Steve, and he's in trouble.
Will she be able to save him? With her Ocelot, Cookie, by her side,
anything is possible. Alex finds out how brave she truly is. If you
want to know more about Alex, this book is for you.
Learn the truth about Herobrine's origins from his own diary. This
amazing diary was recently discovered in a cave deep within a valley
of the Overworld. Now, you can learn how Herobrine came to be
and, more importantly, why he came to be. WARNING: This diary
is not for the faint of heart. Do NOT read this book late at night...
All illustrations in the diary (except those in the introduction) were
drawn by Herobrine himself!
by bestselling author and Chief Scout Bear Grylls
Diary of a Minecraft Chicken Jockey
Girls, Guts and Glory!
The Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Books 10 to 12
Diary of a Surfer Villager: Book 3
Diary of Herobrine
A father-and-daughter team presents a
retelling of the classic story of Chicken
Little, who has an acorn fall on his head and
runs in a panic to his friends Henny Penny,
Lucky Ducky, and Loosey Goosey, to tell them
the sky is falling.
A young fly discovers, day by day, that there
is a lot to learn about being an insect,
including the dangers of flypaper and that
heroes come in all shapes and sizes.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine
professional narration and sentence
highlighting to engage reluctant readers!
Honeybees are a crucial part of our food
chain. As they gather nectar from flowers to
make sweet honey, these bees also play an
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role in pollination, helping some
plants produce fruit. But large numbers of
honeybees are disappearing every year . . .
and no one knows why. Is a fungus killing
them? Could a poor diet be the cause? What
about changes to bees' natural habitat? In
this real-life science mystery, scientists
and beekeepers are working to answer these
questions . . . and save the world's
honeybees before it's too late.
Three exciting Minecraft stories for kids in
one Minecraft book! Story 1: Brynn is a
zombie boy, an irregular one, because he is
the only zombie kid that rides a chicken
every day. His chicken, Chick Norris, and he
participate in an event that should have been
fun and fast, but instead, they get lost in
the wild, unable to find their way home. A
giant bear, a friend, and more adventurous
happenings cross his path before he finds a
solution to it all. Quickly start reading
about this Minecraft chicken jockey who found
his way home and became victorious. Story 2:
Jason and Myranda are in love, but when Jason
loses the expensive engagement ring to a
ferocious spider jockey, he is desperate to
get it back. He tells the story of how he
followed the monster and tried to get his
treasure back. In the meantime, his fianc
relates the experience of being attacked by
the same spider jockey at a different moment.
Will they be able to retrieve their precious
jewel and get back together after being
separated? Will they be able to withstand the
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of nature? Go ahead and find out!
Story 3: Shaw the silverfish cannot look
through walls, but he desperately wants to.
His friend tells him to be in a life-or-death
situation, so that his innate instincts will
kick in. At first, all Shaw's futile attempts
lead him nowhere, but when a cougar appears
at the docks, Shaw becomes afraid and
develops something within him he doesn't even
realize. Read about a Minecraft silverfish
who discovered more about himself by going on
dangerous adventures. Keywords: Minecraft
books, Minecraft book, Minecraft journal,
Minecraft journals, Minecraft Diaries,
Minecraft Diary, Minecraft silverfish,
Minecraft silver fish, Minecraft fish,
Minecraft shark, Minecraft cougar, Minecraft
spawning, Minecraft animals, Minecraft
animal, Minecraft spider, minecraft spiders,
Minecraft spider jockey, Minecraft jockey,
minecraft jockeys, Minecraft skeleton,
minecraft skeletons, Minecraft skeleton
story, minecraft story, Minecraft monster,
minecraft bow, Minecraft arrows, minecraft
skeleton jockey, minecraft love, Minecraft
chicken diary, diary of a Minecraft chicken,
diary of a Minecraft chicken jockey,
Minecraft chickens, Minecraft chicken,
Minecraft chicken jockey, Minecraft zombie
jockey, Minecraft zombie, Minecraft zombies,
Minecraft zombie horde, Minecraft chicken
jockeys, Minecraft jockey, Minecraft jockeys,
Minecraft bear, Minecraft creeper, Minecraft
creepers, Minecraft explosions
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The Chicken House
Diary of a Surfer Villager
Darwin's Dragons
(an Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids)
(an Unofficial Minecraft Book)
The fourth volume in the Diary of a Surfer Villager collected
editions. This volume contains Books 16-20 of the Diary of a
Surfer Villager series. This is also the Season One finale!
Book 3: What now? The red-eyed squid has closed down
Jimmy and Emma's surf park, and Jimmy's dream of surfing
for a living seems dead.Emma remains positive. Jimmy seeks
an explanation and some one, or some thing, to blame.
Questions that need to be answered: --Will they be able to reopen the surf park? --Could an Evoker be behind the bizarre
squid attack? --Where has Clayton gone? Find out the
answers to these and many more questions in Book 3 of the
Diary of a Surfer Villager.
********************************************* Be sure to read all
my other unofficial Minecraft books: Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 1 Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 2: Into the Mine Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 3: Rescue Mission Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 4: Mysterious Objects Baby Zeke:
Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 5: Pursuit of Herobrine Baby
Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 6: No Rest Baby
Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 7: Herobrine's Minion
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 8: End Times
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 9: Apocalypse
The Complete Baby Zeke: Books 1-9 (also available in
audiobook) Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 10:
Return of the Warrior Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman,
Book 1 Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 2: Konichi
Juan Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 3: Training
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Creeptastic
(also available in audiobook) Diary of a Werewolf

Steve (also available in audiobook) Minecraft Halloween
Tales Diary of Herobrine: Origins Diary of Herobrine:
Prophecy Diary of Herobrine: Apotheosis Diary of a Minecraft
Bat (also available in audiobook) Diary of a Spider Chicken,
Books 1-3 Diary of a Surfer Villager, Books 1-11, an ongoing
series A Notchmas Carol: An unofficial Minecraft holiday story
inspired by Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol (also
available in audiobook)
***************************************************** Amazon
Categories: Computers Computer Games Computer
Entertainment Internet Programming Computer Software
Children's Adventure Books Children's Sword & Sorcery
Fantasy Books Children's Action & Adventure Literature
Children's Computer Games Children's Video & Electronic
Game Books Children's Nonfiction Computer Books
Children's Humorous Literature Media Tie-In
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Follow a classroom of
kindergartners as they participate in a popular activity:
hatching chicks. Readers learn about the life cycle of a
chicken, incubating eggs, watching them hatch, and raising
the chicks until they are old enough to return to the chicken
coop. Caroline Arnold’s simple text and close-up
photographs are instructive and adorable. From the
Hardcover edition.
Longing for adventure, intrepid Louise leaves her comfortable
nest and goes to sea, the circus, and a bazaar.
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 22
The Little Red Hen
The Diary of Amos Lee
An Unofficial Minecraft Book
The Complete Baby Zeke
The Publishers Weekly
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a
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Chicken
Jockey? In this hilarious Minecraft
adventure series, we get to read the diary of a
Minecraft Chicken Jockey. Are Chicken Jockeys
really different from us? You'll be surprised at
what you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft
adventure and find out! Diary of a Minecraft
Chicken Jockey is a must-read for gaming fans
of all ages!
A lyrical biography of E. B. White, beloved
author of Charlotte's Web and Stuart Little,
written by Barbara Herkert and illustrated by
Caldecott honoree Lauren Castillo. When young
Elwyn White lay in bed as a sickly child, a bold
house mouse befriended him. When the time
came for kindergarten, an anxious Elwyn longed
for the farm, where animal friends awaited him
at the end of each day. Propelled by his
fascination with the outside world, he began to
jot down his reflections in a journal. Writing
filled him with joy, and words became his world.
Today, Stuart Little and Charlotte’s Web are
beloved classics of children’s literature, and E.
B. White is recognized as one of the finest
American writers of all time. A Christy
Ottaviano Book
How does a kid growing up in the village of
Zombie Bane become a surfer?I mean, seriously
people, how can he surf in the waveless oceans
of the Overworld? This is crazy!Read the diary
of 12-year-old villager Jimmy Slade to find out.
Meet the chickens who live in the chicken
house: Sugar, Dirt, Sweetie, Poppy, and their
mother, Moosh. Such a big family makes it
crowded in the chicken house, so the chicks like
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to spend
time next door with JJ the dog in his
doghouse. They know just
The Easter Egg Farm
Diary of a Spider
A Boy, a Mouse, and a Spider--The Story of E. B.
White
Chicken Little
A Love Letter
The Trouble with Chickens

Peter Porker, the Spectacular Spider-Ham (and
breakout character from Into the Spider-Verse),
arrives in this all-new, original graphic novel for
younger readers! Experience a laugh-out-loud day in
the life of Spider-Ham! After long being derided by the
citizens of New York, Spider-Ham has finally been
recognized for his outsized contribution to the city's
safety, and receives the key to the city from none
other than the mayor (and, being a cartoon universe,
the key actually unlocks New York City's political and
financial institutions). Sure, it's just a publicity stunt for
the beleaguered mayor-and yeah, maybe every single
other super hero was busy that day -- but an award is
an award! Of course, Spider-Ham isn't paying
attention to the fine print telling him he didn't actually
get to keep the key, and he swings off without
returning the highly coveted oversized object. The
next day, when the mayor's office finally gets in touch
to ask for the key back, Spider-Ham realizes he must
have dropped it sometime in the last 24 hours. YIKES.
Now, our notoriously empty-headed hero must retrace
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his steps from the past day, following his own trail to
discover where he dropped the key before it falls into
villainous hands. Did he lose it during a rooftop chase
with the Black Catfish? Drop it in the middle of a tussle
with the Green Gobbler? Leave it behind while visiting
Croctor Strange's magic mansion? Accidentally store
it next to May Porker's vacuum cleaner? Who knows?
You'll have to read to find out! But one thing's for sure
-- Great Power, No Responsibility is an action-packed,
hilarious adventure perfect for younger readers.
This is the diary... of a spider. But don’t be worried –
he’s more scared of you and your gigantic shoes than
you will be of him! Actually he’s a lot like you. He goes
to school and enjoys playing in the park. But he also
spins sticky webs, scales walls and takes windcatching lessons. And his best friend is a fly!
Book 2: Dream Realized! Jimmy Slade and Emma
have created an awesome surf park and are earning
huge piles of emeralds. What could go wrong? Biff the
bully is jealous and acting like a meany, but when his
cousins Claire, the fashionista, and Clayton, the
athletic nerd, arrive, will he be on his best behavior or
...? Don't miss Book 2 in the ongoing Surfer Villager
series. **** Dr. Block says, "I know the title of this
series sounds weird, but it is really pretty cool."
***************************************************** Be
sure to read all my other unofficial Minecraft books:
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 1 Baby
Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 2: Into the
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Mine Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 3:
Rescue Mission Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 4: Mysterious Objects Baby Zeke: Diary
of a Chicken Jockey, Book 5: Pursuit of Herobrine
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 6: No
Rest Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 7:
Herobrine's Minion Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 8: End Times Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 9: Apocalypse The Complete
Baby Zeke: Books 1-9 (also available in audiobook)
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 10:
Return of the Warrior Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie
Pigman, Book 1 Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman,
Book 2: Konichi Juan Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie
Pigman, Book 3: Training Creeptastic (also available
in audiobook) Diary of a Werewolf Steve (also
available in audiobook) Minecraft Halloween Tales
Diary of Herobrine: Origins Diary of Herobrine:
Prophecy Diary of Herobrine: Apotheosis Diary of a
Minecraft Bat (also available in audiobook) Diary of a
Spider Chicken, Books 1-3 Diary of a Surfer Villager,
Books 1-11, an ongoing series A Notchmas Carol: An
unofficial Minecraft holiday story inspired by Charles
Dickens' A Christmas Carol (also available in
audiobook)
*****************************************************
Amazon Categories: Computers Computer Games
Computer Entertainment Internet Programming
Computer Software Children's Adventure Books
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Children's Sword & Sorcery Fantasy Books Children's
Action & Adventure Literature Children's Computer
Games Children's Video & Electronic Game Books
Children's Nonfiction Computer Books Children's
Humorous Literature Media Tie-In
Book 29 in the ongoing Diary of a Surfer Villager
unofficial Minecraft-inspired fanfiction series. This
book is also the ninth book of Season Two!
Diary Collection: 3 Minecraft Diaries in 1 Minecraft
Book (Minecraft Bundle, Minecraft Book Bundle,
Minecraft Chicken Jockey, Minecraft Spider Jockey,
Minecraft Silverfish)
A Scientific Mystery
Diary of a Surfer Villager: Book 2
A Bear Grylls Adventure 2: The Desert Challenge
Charlie Changes Into a Chicken
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 26
Diary of a Spider Chicken: (an Unofficial Minecraft
Book)Lake George Press
A hard-bitten former search-and-rescue dog helps
solve a complicated missing chicken case.
Book 26 in the ongoing Diary of a Surfer Villager
unofficial Minecraft-inspired fanfiction series. This
book is also the sixth book of Season Two!
What will happen in Capitol City? After Jimmy's
vision of Entity 303, anything could happen. Jimmy
joins Biff, Claire, and Biff's parents on a journey to
Capitol City. Along the way, he will encounter
strange rabbits, delicious watermelon, and the
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rainbow creeper! What does it all mean? Is Claire a
good egg? Is Clayton not as suspected, or worse? Is
it possible to stuff one's face? Read book 4 of the
ongoing Surfer Villager series to find out the lifechanging answers to these questions!!!
********************************************* Be sure to
read all my other books: Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 1 Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 2: Into the Mine Baby Zeke:
Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 3: Rescue Mission
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 4:
Mysterious Objects Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 5: Pursuit of Herobrine Baby Zeke:
Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 6: No Rest Baby
Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 7:
Herobrine's Minion Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken
Jockey, Book 8: End Times Baby Zeke: Diary of a
Chicken Jockey, Book 9: Apocalypse The Complete
Baby Zeke: Books 1-9 (also available in audiobook)
Baby Zeke: Diary of a Chicken Jockey, Book 10:
Return of the Warrior (also available in audiobook)
Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 1 Otis:
Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 2: Konichi
Juan Otis: Diary of a Baby Zombie Pigman, Book 3:
Training Creeptastic (also available in audiobook)
Diary of a Werewolf Steve (also available in
audiobook) Minecraft Halloween Tales Diary of
Herobrine: Origins Diary of Herobrine: Prophecy
Diary of Herobrine: Apotheosis Diary of a Minecraft
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Bat (also available in audiobook) Diary of a Spider
Chicken, Books 1-3 Diary of a Surfer Villager, Books
1-11, an ongoing series A Notchmas Carol: An
unofficial Minecraft holiday story inspired by Charles
Dickens' A Christmas Carol (also available in
audiobook)
*********************************************************
Amazon Categories: Computers Computer Games
Computer Entertainment Internet Programming
Computer Software Children's Adventure Books
Children's Sword & Sorcery Fantasy Books
Children's Action & Adventure Literature Children's
Computer Games Children's Video & Electronic
Game Books Children's Nonfiction Computer Books
Children's Humorous Literature Media Tie-In
________________________________Tags:
minecraft diary, minecraft books, minecraft novels,
minecraft gifts for kids, books about surfing, surfing
fiction, surfing stories, surfing biography
(An Unofficial Minecraft Book)
Diary of a Spider Chicken: (an Unofficial Minecraft
Book)
Trouble with Chickens
Louise, the Adventures of a Chicken
Baby Zeke: Rebellion
The Chicken Squad
The exciting second book in the new
young readers series from survival
expert and Chief Scout BEAR GRYLLS.
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Sophie loves activity camp . . . but is
terrified of insects. It's so bad that
she won't go into the tent on her own,
just in case something flies at her, or
she steps on a creepie-crawlie. But
when she's given a compass by one of
the other boys on the campsite, Sophie
is magically transported to the desert
on an adventure where they're
impossible to avoid! With the help of
survival expert Bear Grylls as her
guide, she will learn how to withstand
the extreme temperatures of the desert
and how to spot mirages, encounter
giant camel spiders, deadly scorpions
and snakes . . . but will Sophie
overcome her fear of insects back in
the real world? And who will she give
the compass to next? Each book in this
fun new 12-book series from BEAR GRYLLS
follows a different child on the
outdoor activity camp. Once they are
given the magical compass, they meet
the inspirational adventurer in an
amazing place and learn new skills and
facts they can take back with them to
their real life.
Jasper is a Minecraft bat who craves
adventure. Most of Jasper's friends are
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wimpy bats who just want to eat insects
and play games. Luckily, Jasper is best
friends with Arnold, another brave and
adventurous bat, and his exploration
companion. In this diary, Jasper tells
of his adventures with Arnold, how they
discovered something thought to have
gone extinct, and how they faced the
"fearsome creature" of the Nether.
Diary of a Surfer Villager, Book 29
Diary of a Minecraft Bat
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